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Editorial
… and so’s Christmas!

Chief Editor
Scott Pfaff

I never expected to be writing the "well it's almost Christmas again" editorial. This is
mostly due to the fact that this particular issue of INMiniature was due out two months
ago. But like so many worthwhile projects (did I hear somebody say "1998 NSW Challenge Shield competition results") the delays crept in. Indeed, speaking of delays, one
of contributing editors was heavily traumatised by his experience at Chep Lap Kok.
This combined with work pressures meant that he was trying to cope with a nervous
breakdown AND a network breakdown. Before I move on, our subscribers can be reassured that there will be a 4/98 issue coming out early next year before they need to
part with any monies for next years subscription fees.
Staying with the Challenge Shield for a moment, discussions with fellow modellers
left me with the impression that attendance and competition entries are on the decline.
I don't believe that this is a reflection on the host club, but rather the format of the
event. Allowing the general public to enter competitions, some more publicity, and a
change to a two day event would be a good way to start. Melbourne has had great
success with the formula, perhaps it's time to give it a try before our yearly event becomes a non-event.
On the flip side, it occurred to me that modellers have not had life this good for
years. Excellent kits are being released almost as fast as reviewers can write about
them and prices have remained fairly stable (Hasegawa's recent WW2 twins excepted ). Many new manufacturers, especially from the former Eastern Bloc, are making kits we could only wish for 5 years ago. Lastly, the ease with which we can trade
information, references, ideas and other people’s credit card numbers across the
Internet has made building that "rare whatever" variant that much easier.
A special thanks to Nobuhiko Hirai in Japan, Christopher Smith and Victor Lee in
Hong Kong, and Andrew Abshier in the United States for their contributions in the Kai
Tak articles.
So as December comes upon us and the television stations decide who gets to
show the 27th re-run of “Frosty the Snowman“, I wish everyone a happy, spiritual and
not-too-commercial Christmas … just remember, Santa is an anagram of Satan.
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IPMS New South Wales
The International Plastic Modellers Society, New South Wales
Branch, Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modelling. The
club meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December
when the meeting is held on the second Saturday. Meetings start
at 1:00 PM and are held at
Ryde Senior Citizens Centre
33 Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW
Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the compe-
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titions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for
people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modelling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692
8040 or write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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All Dressed Up

Contributions are warmly invited. All due care is taken
for material offered, however
neither the editorial staff nor
IPMS New South Wales accepts any responsibility. Acceptance of material does
not signify a guarantee that it
will be published.

Scott Pfaff gets all revved up for the
Sydney Auto Salon.

Except where noted, all material in INminiature remains
the copyright of the author,
editors and IPMS NSW. Reproduction of any material is
prohibited without written
permission of the copyright
holder.
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Please send all correspondence to:
INminiature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
Or by email at:
Hornet133@Hotmail.com
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First Impressions
Aviation Usk Kawanishi E-15K

‘Norm’
The Kawanishi E-15K ‘Norm’ was a reconnaissance floatplane that inherited several
features more advanced than any floatplane
design employed by the Imperial Japanese
Navy during the Second World War. They included retractable and inflatable outrigger
floats and the ability to jettison the main float
in an emergency to gain an extra 50 knots

top speed to escape enemy fighters. The
same company also produced the N1K1
floatplane fighter, given the code name ‘Rex’
by the Allies. It would have been a formidable
replacement for the Mitsubishi designed
A6M2-N ‘Rufe’.
The kit itself is moulded in a light grey
plastic and dry fitting of the parts has shown
that the work required to turn out a model has
been minimised. The moulded surfaces have
finely engraved panel lines and the cockpit
detail is supplied by a set of photo-etched
parts. The canopy supplied is a vacuum form
but the manufacturers have only seen fit to
supply one so do be careful when separating
the canopy. That could be the reason for the
quote on the box cover, ”For experienced
modellers only!” and on the flap cover, “Not
for Chilluns!” The box presentation itself is
something to see to believe.
As far as the subject is concerned, it is
great to see that the grossly under represented area of World War II floatplanes are

beginning to be seen, particularly the Imperial
Japanese Navy ones.
- Ian Krestensen

Product:

Aviation Usk Kawanishi E-15K
‘Norm’ (AV-2023)
Scale:
1/72
Content: Injection moulded parts, decals
and instructions.
Price:
$35
Supplier: Snowy Mountain Models
Comment: Nice details in the kit but could of
supplier a second canopy. Worthy limited run subject

and all the locking mechanisms on the doors.
Registration numbers are provided for all 17 aircraft on order for SIA. Unfortunately, the SIA tail
logos are not separated but are printed on a blue
background so for those who prefer to paint the
tail, they will need to the background away.
I just can’t wait to get hands on a Revell Airbus A340 kit.

Liveries Unlimited Singapore Air-

- Peter Shum

Product:

lines A340-300E Decal Sheet
Singapore Airlines (SIA) is the first operator of
the Airbus A340-300E and has a total of 17 on
order. The Liveries Unlimited decal sheet represents the standard SIA colour scheme and should
not be confused with the special “50th Jubilee”
appearing on some aircraft. The decals are beautifully printed with all colours in register and con-

tain much fine detail including a set of wipers for
the windscreen. The passenger door and windows
are printed on separate from the fuselage cheat
line with tiny silver borders around each window

As a fan of special airliner colour schemes, I await
the arrival of this book with great expectations.
“Dream Schemes” is fanastic with 112 pages of
colour photographs of special schemes from airlines all over the world. Featured prominently are
US operators like Frontier, and the now defunct
Western Pacific, but Asian and European airlines
are also well covered. Many of these colour
schemes reflect the diversity of culture from the
countries these airlines operate, such as traditional
patterns on the tails of Mexicana aircraft. Some
make political statement as in Kuwait Airway’s
“Do not forget our P.O.W.’s” messages, whilst
others like Crossair’s all red “ketchup flight” with
the McDonalds logo are just blatant commercial
advertising.
There are some notable omissions and errors,
however namely Qantas’ “Nalanji Dreaming” ,
and the Japan Air System’s “Flying Rainbow are
missing. Stuart Spicer also writes, “Qantas holds
the distinction of being the world’s oldest airline”.
This is incorrect as the honour belongs to KLM,

Dream Schemes
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Liveries Unlimited Singapore Airlines A340-300E Decal Sheet (A4092)
Scale:
1/144
Content:
2 decal sheets and instruction sheet
Price: $14.00
Supplier:
Just Planes, Bankstown
Comment: Something other than Lufthansa
markings for the Revell A340 kit

and Qantas is second as well as being the oldest
airline from an English speaking country. These
faults are minor and do not detract from the overall enjoyment of this excellent publication.
-Peter Shum

Product:
Publisher:
Content:
Price:
Supplier:
Comment:

Dream Schemes – Exotic Airliner
Art by Stuart Spicer
Airlife Publishing Ltd. Shrewsbury,
England
Soft cover, 112 pages with all colour
photos
$55.00
Just Planes, Bankstown
A visual feast for airliner fans.

Skyline Boeing 737-300

Buoyed by the success of the 737-200, of
which over 1000 were sold by the mid eighties, Boeing embarked on an updated version
to continue the type's sales success into the
1990s. Main goals were increased capacity,
reduced fuel consumption and lower noise
signature. This caused some design problems, as the low wing and short landing gear
of the 737 left little room for the high-bypass
engines needed to fulfil the design brief. The
solution came in the form of a redesigned
CFM-56 engine, with smaller fan and accessories mounted at each side instead of below. These were in turn slung well ahead of
the wing giving sufficient ground clearance.
The 737-300 proved to be a sales success,
with the type entering service with many airlines on short haul runs,

The Skyline 737 is, as far as I know, their
first foray into plastic kits. Moulded in the requisite light grey plastic, parts have a limited
run feel about them, with a little flash and surface smoothness not quite ready to frighten
Tamiya's product department. Panel lines are
engraved and reasonably crisp, and surface
detail is plentiful. Instructions are brief but
clear. Etched metal pads are provided for
various strakes, pitots and ariels. The kit also
comes with fuselage plugs to allow conversion into a 737-400 or 500. Similar to recent
Hasegawa releases, no clear plastic windows
are included, they are provided for as decals
instead.
In an unusual move, the decal sheet
comes with stencils only, no airline liveries
are included. This could either be in recognition that many modellers will ditch any livery
supplied in favour of their favourite scheme,
or a clever move by a Skyline marketing guru
to sell more livery decal sheets (see the First
Impression of Skyline's Decals Simpsons
Boeing 737-300 Decal Sheet). In any case
the stencil sheet provided appears to be of
excellent quality.
Skyline's entry into airliner models de-

serves to succeed. I only hope they will follow up with a 757 or A320.
- Scott Pfaff

Product:

Skyline Models Boeing 737300,400, 500
Scale:
1/144
Content: Approx 40 injection moulded
parts, 54 photo etched parts, and
decal sheet ( stencils only ).
Supplier: Snowy Mountains Models.
Price:
$25.OO
Comments: Commendable first effort

over 100 decal a full colour instruction sheet is
included with plenty of information on colour
matching.

Skyline Decals Simpsons Boeing
737-300 Decal Sheet

-Scott Pfaff

Product:
Scale:
Content:
“The Simpsons” is one of the best known of the
“logo jets”. Unveiled in 1995, this Western Pacific Airlines Boeing 737-300 features characters
from the famous cartoon series and serves as a
flying advertisement for Fox Television. The
Simpsons is one of several Western Pacific decal
released by Skyline for their 737 kit.
Cockpit and passenger window decal are provide along with extensive set of service markings
(stencilling) To assist in the application of the

ICM Yakovlev Yak-9K

Packaging can be deceptive. That exquisite
box art and polished promo sometimes hides
a rehashed kit that should have long ago
been consigned to the back shelf of the toy
section in Crazy Ron's Discount Barn. Con-

versely, those who aren't put off by the tacky
1960's "Hero of the workers Vladimir destroying the fascist pig-dogs" artwork on ICM's latest kit will be pleasantly surprised.
The Yak 9K was one variant of the 9 series, developed from the 9T. The main claim
to fame of this variant was the armament - 1
x 45 mm cannon and 1 12.7 mm MG. The 9K
was normally employed against enemy
bomber formations, ground targets and various unfortunate members of the German
army on the Eastern Front. The 45 mm cannon is, as far as I am aware, the largest calibre gun carried by any WW2 single engine
fighter.
The kit itself is nicely done, although
some sink holes will need filling. Wing control
surfaces are separated, the canopy is one
piece. Mouldings are fairly crisp, as are all
the panels, which are engraved. Some cockpit and wheel well detail is provided, but the

Supplier:
Price:
Comment:

Skyline Decals Simpsons Boeing
737-300
1/144
1 decal sheet with colour instruction
sheet
Snowy Mountains Models.
$14.00
One of the most desired airline subjects. There IS life after camouflage.

biggest surprise is further forward. A full engine is supplied, along with the 45mm cannon
poking between the cylinder heads, the assembly being 11 pieces in total. It is a good
effort, and would lend itself to further detailing. Separate open cowl panels allow you to
actually see all that nice detail too. Their
thickness is over scale, more a product of the
moulding process limits than the fault of the
maker.
Markings are provided for three aircraft,
two in 2-tone grey, one in overall mid-grey.
Decals are thin and clear. Stencils in Russian
and an instrument panel marking are included. The slightly more adventurous should
find it easy to convert this kit into most other
Yak-9 variants, or even the externally similar
Yak-1.
Another new kit manufacturer, another
nice model of an often overlooked subject.
Will they try doing a Yak-9P, or a Lavochkin

La-11. I hope so.
-Scott Pfaff

Product:
Scale:
Content:
Supplier:

Price:
$28.OO
Comment: Nice kit and a good subject
choice. A real wolf in yaks clothing.

ICM Yakovlev Yak-9K
1/48
58 injection moulded parts.
Snowy Mountains Models.

Academy Benetton B195 Formula

1
A new 1/20 scale Formula 1 car issued by, wait
for it....... not Tamiya, but Academy!!!! This one
has come right out of the blue. No rumours, no
fanfare, just BANG, there it is on the store shelf,
right in front of me.
This kit represents the car campaigned by
the Benetton team during the 1995 Formula 1
World Championship, driven by Johnny Herbert
and Micheal Schumacher. Schumacher was
able to retain his World Championship in this car
before heading off to Ferrari in 1996, and Johnny
won 2 GP’s as well, giving the team their first
Constructors Championship, much to the annoyance of Frank Williams.
The kit is comprised of 90 injection moulded
parts on 4 trees, 4 rubber like tyres, 4 metal
screws to fit the wheels onto the car, and one
very large decal sheet. The instructions are of
the fold-out type with 12 steps plus painting and
decal placement directions. The paint callouts
don’t have any paint manufacturers numbers,
just the name of the colour itself, although if any
mixing is needed then ratios are given. It is irk-

Tamiya Ferrari F310B Formula 1

This is the first modern Formula 1 car we’ve
seen from Tamiya since 1995, and I must say
it’s been worth the wait. This model represents the car campaigned by Ferrari during
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some just the same, because you have to continually flick to the end of the instructions to find
out which colour to paint the parts.
The parts in general are fairly well moulded
with only a minimum of mould marks to remove,
although there is a virtual plethora of ejector pin
marks on all the parts, but they are mercifully
small and should be easy to remove. I just wish
there weren’t so many of them! The overall
shape of the bodywork and chassis seems fairly
accurate although in the drawings of the car in
the instructions the rear wing appears to be too
low. Time will tell. The detail on the engine/
gearbox parts is nice, except the injection trumpets will require some drilling out for that 3D effect.. Suspension components are also well
done, but there doesn’t appear, to me anyway,
to be enough coils on the rear springs. There
are nicely moulded disc brakes and callipers on
each corner, under the BBS style wheels.
BUT.... Here lies a problem. The wheels are
moulded in black plastic, whereas the real cars
had white wheels. Now I know a little primer and
an airbrush with white paint will fix that, but Academy could have made life a bit easier, especially
as much of the kit is moulded in white plastic.
The decals are one huge sheet that’s nearly
the same size as the box, the reason being that
all of the various body colours on the car, except
white, are supplied as decals. That’s nice if you
don’t like painting, but I think it’s going to be fun
trying to fit some on the compound curves of the
car. Setting solutions ahoy! It appears that the
white sponsor’s decals that go over the darker
colours aren’t opaque enough, going by the pictures of the model on the box. I must express
my disappointment at the lack of tobacco decals
that should be in the kit, but they are not the only
ones missing (Political correctness. That’s what
it is.). There are no Goodyears for the tyres or

the car, the blue rings around the wheel rims,
and some of the smaller Elf and Renault decals
around the car. Copyright problems or not, the
lack of tyre decals is a fairly major boo-boo, the
rest you can live without, maybe. But they do
look well done.
This is a pretty good kit of an important car
and I’m impressed with what Academy has done
for their first effort. More please.

the 1997 World Championship, driven by
Eddie Irvine and Herr Schumacher.
On opening the box we are met by a
beautifully engineered kit, comprising a total
of 98 parts on 4 trees, 4 very realistic rubber
like tyres, plus decals for car and tyre markings (more on that later). The instructions are
the usual fold-out type with 16 steps and a
short history of the car’s performance during
the ‘97 season, although they left out the
more dubious aspects of Herr Schumacher’s
driving tactics.
As you would expect from a new kit, the
mouldings are very clean, with only the slightest of mould separation marks that need only
the drawing of a knife blade across them.
One thing that does annoy me is the ejector
pin marks that appear on the undertray of
Tamiya F1 cars in a very obvious area that

cannot be left alone. These things are a devil
to remove and add at least 2-3 hours build
time to the kit, and unfortunately, this kit suffers from the same. In the days where computer aided design rules supreme I fail to understand why simple kit faults like this persist.
Other than that, the mouldings rate 100%.
High Points. There is a fully detailed engine and gearbox assembly beneath the removable engine cover, complete with all rear
suspension components, that cries out for
super detailing, there are complete disc brake
assemblies on each corner with there own
little “Brembo” decals for the callipers, the
crisp BBS racing wheels, again with their own
decals, the beautifully moulded compound
curves of the bodywork, especially the cockpit and nose section of the car, the undertray
of the car with it’s “wooden plank” down the
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- Peter McConnell

Product:

Academy Benetton B195 (Set
No. 7248)
Scale:
1/20
Content: 90 injection moulded parts, 4 vinyl tyres, 4 metal screw, decal
sheet and instructions.
Price:
$35.00
Comment: Academy joins formula 1. Quite
impressive first effort but some of
the essential decals were left in
pit lane.

centre, but for me the “piece de resistance” is
the steering wheel, complete with all it’s
knobs, dials and LCD displays, all there in
1/20th scale. It must be seen to be believed.
Low points. I’m not used to saying “low
points” and Tamiya in the same sentence,
but here I must. As far as the kit itself is concerned the only thing that worries me is the
way the wheels are fitted to the car. In the
past Tamiya used hex headed screws which
was a safe way to fit the wheels without any
stress to the suspension. But for some reason they have decided to go back to the bad
old days of the ‘70s and ‘80s and used poly
caps again, which, speaking from bitter experience, does subject suspensions to breaking
pressures. Why Tamiya, why????????
Lastly I must express my disappointment
with the decals. Don’t get me wrong they are
beautifully printed, but are missing the
driver’s names and tobacco logos that are on

the car when it races. This to me makes the
kit inaccurate and incomplete. Political correctness be damned, when I pay $40 for a kit
I don’t expect to have to pay another $15 or
so to buy an after-market decal sheet to
make an accurate model. In the past Tamiya
have issued kits both with and without tobacco logos so that the modeller was at least
given a choice, but that seems to have been
taken away from us now. C’mon Tamiya,
we’re all adults here, give us a choice. Down
from soapbox!
If you build F1 cars, or cars in general, go
and buy this kit. If you don’t build cars, well,
buy this kit anyway, you might be surprised.
I’ve built just about every 1/20th scale F1 car
that Tamiya have issued, and this is the best.
I rate this kit at 90%

Lotus Renault 98T Decal Sheet

last of the JPS cars by combining it with the recently re-released Tamiya Lotus Honda 99T.
The 98T and 99T were virtually identical except
for the powerplant, fuel tank bulkhead, and turbo
intercooler arrangement, but all of this is under
the skin and doesn’t need to be replicated if you
wish to do a “curbside” model. If on the other
hand you decide to do a balls and all version., it
is possible to do it with just the parts in the kit.
The Renault engine was a 90 degree V6 twin

Product:
Scale:
Content:

Tamiya Ferrari F310B
1/20
98 injection moulded parts,
4 vinyl tyres, 4 vinyl caps,
3 decal sheets and instructions.
Price:
$40.00
Comment Tamiya’s best F1 to date but
some faults do grate.

- Peter McConnell

summed up in one word, BEAUTIFUL. All the
markings are supplied for the cars of Ayrton
Senna and team mate Johnny Dumfries. Only
the tyre markings from the kit will be needed.
The decals are printed in a pale beige, which is
correct according to a reprint of an article that
comes with the sheet. The carrier film is thin and
very close to the edge of the colours so trimming
is unnecessary and decal setting solutions are
NOT recommended until the decals have started
to dry on the model. F1 Specialties have tried to
fit a lot of decals on a fairly small sheet, so some
are printed in and around each other and some
careful cutting will be required.
All in all, this is a beautifully printed, comprehensive and well engineered sheet. I love it.
- Peter McConnell

Product:
Scale:
Content:

From the early 1970’s through to the mid 1980’s
Team Lotus were renowned for the livery applied
to their Formula One cars. The cars looked simply stunning in the black and gold of their primary
sponsor, Imperial Tobacco, advertising their John
Player Special cigarette brand. All that changed
in 1987 when Lotus brought in a new primary
sponsor by the name of R J Reynolds who
wished to advertise their Camel brand. Gone was
the black and gold, replaced by a garish yellow
with blue graphics. Pity.
This decal sheet will enable you to build the

turbo, the Honda engine that comes with the kit is
a 80 degree V6 twin turbo, a not too hard conversion methinks. Modify the cylinder heads slightly,
move the intercoolers around so that they face
90 degrees to the chassis, make them slightly
thicker as well, get rid of the boost valve fitted to
the boost chambers on top of the engine, as they
weren’t on the car in 1986, and lastly, for the purists, vacform a new forward cockpit fairing out of
clear plastic and tint it a “smoke” colour. There
were other detail changes between the cars and
if you wish to apply them, then check your references.
As for the decal sheet, the quality can be

Lotus Renault 98T Decal Sheet
1/20
1 decal sheet and instruction
sheet with photos.
Price:
US$12.00 + postage & handling
Supplier: F1 Specialties, P.O. Box 358,
Wellington, NV. U.S.A. 89444
Comment: Beautiful decals to suit Tamiya
Lotus Honda 99T Kit

Fellow modellers share their first looks at new product releases. These are not full reviews where the author has built the model kit or used the
product.

Photographs by the author

~

Autostyle’s Toyota Sera turned
plenty of heads.
There are plans
to import more.

Scott Pfaff gets all revved up for the
Sydney Auto Salon
Sydney Auto Salon is not like your average car show. For
starters, as you walk towards the hall where it was situated, you can hear the show before you see it. Not the
roar of engines or the squeal of tyres, but the thump-thump
of various participants' stereo systems attempting to give
an accurate rendition of a nearby meteor strike.
SAS was in its third year this year. Starting from a
small event it had grown to, in 1998, give around 30,000
visitors a chance to drool over 250 late model modified
cars. The actual modifications to the cars on display
ranged from the subtle, to the outrageous, to seriously
lacking in taste. Interiors, engines and wheels were all fair
game. The aforementioned sound systems were plentiful
as well. Two stand outs were the Pioneer Chevy Ute with
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twenty (!) 12 inch subwoofers in the back tray, and the
'Hellbus' VW Kombi. The beauty of the Hellbus was that
those eager to destroy what little hearing they had left
could climb inside for a demonstration.
The many different subjects on view, and the fact that
most cars were easily accessible to the public, meant
plenty of detail reference material was available for the
modeller, unlike some shows where the cars are kept metres away behind rope barriers and bikini clad rent-ablondes.
The competition categories also varied from the obvious to the unusual. Best car of the show, and best car for
each manufacturer were obvious picks, even if the categories themselves had names like “Hell-Bent Hyundai“,

~

Honda Civic with all white interior – BYO sunglasses

~

The benefits of owning a nice car – in this case an Audi A4 turbo.

~

Rotorheads drooled over this beautifully presented 20B triple rotor
Mazda Cosmo

All
Dressed
Up
“Heroic Honda“, “Monstrous Mazda“, etc. However, some
of the more interesting competitions included “More Horses
under the Bonnet then in a Paddock” (for engine modifications), ‘More Power in the Boot than Under the Bonnet’ ( stereo mods ), ‘Batchelor of Babes’ ( best ‘chick’ pulling power ), ‘That’s a Sick Body kit’ ( fairly self explanatory )
and ‘Master of Defect’ (modified car that would be defected
the instant the cops saw it – won by a ground-scraping CRX
with very little in the way of suspension or exhaust systems ).
While Sydney Auto Salon is not for everyone, for late
model car fans it was well worth the trip and hearing loss.
One wonders if the judging categories could be incorporated into the next NSW Challenge Shield competition. Perhaps “Menacing Messerschmitt”, “Priceless Panzer” and
“King of Vac-form” might make an appearance in next years
finals.

~

One of Mr CRX’s umm, CRX

~

~

This SLK took out the
Magnificent Merc trophy.

Nice, clean, tasteful – a
mid-eighties Mazda 323
Turbo

~

|
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That’s a Sick Bodykit winner –
the Cyber Lancer with two-tone
yellow and grey trim

The authors generously lends his Brabus Mercedes CLK out for the show,
Oh! I wish.

Readers’ Letters
The Mug Modeller’s Manifesto
In recent times there has been much contention, heat, disputation and even bitterness in the modelling clubs where I
hang out over the organisation and judging of competitions. This has worried our committee and as you know
they have asked for ideas on the subject.
I think that all this fuss is a pity and rather than take up
time in the meeting which bores everybody I thought I
would write down my thoughts as a basis for discussion in
the club and the committee. So here goes...
In my case, I frequent model clubs for a variety of reasons. First of all to associate with similarly afflicted folk
sharing the same fascination with the shapes, colours, and
details of our little treasures. Secondly, what a thrill it is
when somebody culls his collection and sells you the very
kit or book you have wanted for years for a couple of dollars. And of course it makes you feel good to do the same
thing for him a month or two later. Also if dealers show up
its a bonus to see the latest products and be tempted. Its
fairly obvious that most people feel the same, observe the
rush when somebody comes in with treasures for disposal.
Thirdly, it is always good to see somebody else's efforts on display - no matter what the standard of construction. Even if it's a fairly average effort it will still give you
inspiration to maybe try the same kit with a colour scheme
or construction variation. Of course if it's a masterpiece
you could learn to improve your techniques in various areas.
Which brings me to the main point of this discourse.
We mug rnodellers have suffered for years from minisermons from 'worthier' members than ourselves about the
desirability or rather, the constant obligation, to improve
our models. I t has almost become a religion. You must
make the joint lines better, the decal film invisible, and the
references impeccable. You have an old kit with raised
panel lines; chuck it out! You must have recessed panel
lines, resin cockpits and etched details. You must strive
ever upwards to bronze, silver or even gold. I think that
this is total rubbish.
The coming of the age of metallic assessment really
finished me off. I think it is up to the individual to set the
level he wants to reach. As for me, I reached that standard after thirty years of modelling in 1976. Of course I
used to win competitions then and modelling standards
has moved on a bit. I know that now, if I bothered to enter,
I would never rate a bronze. The thing is 1 don't really
care. And judging from the shrinking "competition" numbers, lots of others feel the same way. I often hear from
others at meetings about projects in progress that are
never brought along for fear of criticism. We really must
somehow encourage the mugs like me to bring their models along. In my case since 1 gave up worrying about
competitions 1 am building a lot more and enjoying it a lot
more.
Now about competitions: In the old days I always en-

tered competitions - simply because they were competitions. That is you entered your latest effort in a comparative contest against the others that appeared on the day.
Your joint lines against theirs and your paint job against
theirs. On a good day, when the top modellers were
away - you scored. The "mug" modellers had a chance.
Now I find that I have no interest in being separately assessed for a metal award and less interest in being sermonised by experts towards eternal improvement. Are
there others who feel the same?
I guess that if you want individual assessment of your
models its your business. What worries me is that this
method is now used in most local and state competitions.
And it is basically unfair. Why? Firstly, as I said above
competitions must be comparative model against model.
But most of the unfairness comes from any system, which
subtracts points for errors because it gives an inbuilt and
unfair advantage to the simple models over complex ones.
For example, a biplane flying boat has a lot more potential
for points lost in every department than a single engine
fighter. If one has three feet of joint line and the other six
inches, it can't help but lose in a "subtract points" contest.
The potential for points loss in a complex diorama compared to a simple vignette is obvious. The whole system is
a paradise for nitpickers. Is this why we get so many simple models entered these days? I am told that there are
compensations in "extra" effort points, but nobody has convinced me of that yet. Can it be that the judging system is
the cause of the fallout in Interclub entries? In my case, at
least, it is.
To sum up I think that there may be many like me who
no longer give a stuff about the ever more complex world
of modelling perfection and have opted for various versions
of modelling fun. Just like it was in the old days. Maybe
the committees in the clubs need to consider this when designing competitions - but only if they want to encourage
us mugs.
- Jim Travis
October 1998

Got an opinion (and who doesn’t) or a story just begging to be told, then write to us. Comments and feedback on the magazine are also welcome.

Errata
A prolonged period of mourning for the death of our dear friend Kenny from South Park, led to the following errors and
omissions.
Volume 14 No. 2 W May 98

•
•
•

Page 10, Toyota Amlux – Ikebukuro was misspelt plus a handful grammatical errors.
Page 23, Tempest Colours – credit for drawings by Steve McKenzie was omitted.
Page 26, Marivox FFVS J-22 A/B – credit for the review by Scott Pfaff was omitted.

Photographs by Scott Pfaff

NSW Challenge
Shield 98
Li Choo drops into the
Blacktown Workers’ Club to
see the state’s modelling
fraternity’s latest effort.
Top:
The Office Dinosaur
Middle:
Cars & trucks on display including a line up of Holden
Monaros…. MATE!
Left:
USS Spruance – Pieter Stroethoff
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Above:
German Warrior 1st Century
– B. Porter

Lower Right:
Rust Bucket
– Chris Davies

Above Right:
Russian Shunting Engine
– Jim Hough

Bottom Right:
Sherman M4
– Rob Melvin

Right:
Thai Air Force Oscar
– Billy Bray

Every year, around May, I look forward to the NSW Challenge
Shield and every year, I take my models along to compete amongst
other fellow modellers in New South Wales in the various categories
offered to see who has built the best models on the day. This year,
the event was hosted by the MacArthur Model Club at the Blacktown
Workers’ Club. Expecting a large number of participants, I was surprised to see that the number of entries for competition had somewhat decreased. On one hand this would increase my chances of
getting a place or win. On the other hand the long term implications
for this trend is something to think about.
The quality of the models on display was high as always and the
number of people who came in to have a look was quite good too.
The invited traders offered an immense range of goodies such that
you flash the plastic, will be in your possession without any cash
changing hands. Doesn’t that make you want to shake the hand of
the inventor of the credit card. But then again you would choke the
same inventor’s neck when the bills came thirty days later. With that
in mind I could safely say that the traders did good business.
The venue for the second year running at Blacktown was quite
satisfactory where the event was held in one of the auditoriums with
nearby self-contained bistros and buffet areas to cater to various
taste and satisfy the growling gut. For those who wanted to wet the
lips with some processed barley, yeast and hops or beer to the uninitiated, it was the perfect place to be and to top it off for those who
had not created their own economic meltdown already via mass
model, reference and accessory buying, there were the poker machines!!
The event was well organised. The host club provided areas for
models for display purposes, a swap and sell corner, a video presentation and lastly, a raffle!! My personal thanks to them for allowing
us to set up a table to sell our magazine. It was a pity that given all
this effort that was put into the organisation of the event it could only
just be held for the one day which was beyond the control of the host
club.

Not only did Billy Bray build this superb Matchbox Tiger Moth,
but he was a flight instructor on the real thing when it was Coffs
Harbour aeroclub‘s first aircraft, bought in 1964. It was later sold
to Glen Innes aero club, who decided to plough a field with it in
1966. The Tiger was later restored. Note Billy in the photo of the
actual aircraft.

Sherman M4A1 - Rob Melvin

NSW Challenge Shield 98 Awards
Category
Small Scale Aircraft

Large Scale Aircraft

Helicopters

Junior

Civilian Vehicles

Ships

Award
Gold
Gold
Silver
Silver
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Commended
Commended
Commended
Commended
Gold
Gold
Gold
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Bronze
Bronze
Commended
Silver
Bronze
Commended
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Commended
Commended
Commended
Commended
Silver
Silver
Silver
Commended

#

Points
93.5
93
85
82.5
76
76
74
72.5
71
71
69
68.5
65
57
95.5
93.5
93.5
87
86
84.5
81
79
71.5
62.5
88.5
77
69.5
80
75
72
68.5
67
62.5
61
89.5
83
81
62
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Entrant Name
P. Hetherington
P. Hetherington
I. Wright
D. Connelly
D. Connelly
D. Waite
D. Conelly
W. Meyer
J. Plummer
P. Stroethoff
B. Dominiak
J. Plummer
S. Coleman
J. Plummer
M. Pitt
R. Whaites
W. Tseng
D. Connelly
D. Connelly
M. Ibbotson
G. Green
S. Coleman
W. Tseng
J. Mercuri
M. Armour
R. Raffaut
G. Carter
S. Davies
S. Davies
S. Davies
J. Watkins
C. Davies
A. Bell
A. Bell
P. Hetherington
P. Stroethoff
P. Mitchell
J. Montgomery

Scale
1/72
1/72
1/72
1/72
1/72
1/72
1/72
1/72
1/72
1/350
1/72
1/144
1/72
1/72
1/48
1/48
1/48
1/48
1/48
1/48
1/48
1/48
1/48
1/48
1/72
1/48
1/72
1/35
1/144
1/48
1/25
1/43
1/25
1/25
1/400
1/350
1/700
1/35

Model
Hansa Brandenberg W.29
Halberstadt CLII
BAE Buccaneer
Grumman Martlet
Me 262 A-1b
P3-C Orion
Grumman F14 Bombcat
Focke Wulf Fw 190A
Junkers 87 D-3 with Pods
Group of aircraft USS Enterprise
Messerschmitt 262
Hawker Hurricane
Convair B58 Hustler
Heinkel He 111 Zwilling
Macchi C202
Hawker Typhoon
Bell P-39 Airacobra
McDonnell F101B Voodoo
Grumman Avenger
McDonnell Douglas F15 Eagle
Messerschmitt Me109 G-2
Dehavilland Mosquito
Douglas SBD Dauntless
Supermarine Spitfire
Mil-1
AH-1W Supercobra
Westland Wessex HAS 3
"Caught in the Act"
Allosaurus
Messerschmitt Bf 109 E-3
1968 HK Monaro
1967 Corvette
1959 Chev Convertible
1964 Chev Pickup
Admiral Graf Spee
USS Spruance
IJN Mikazuki
Rubber Raft

Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Bronze
Bronze
Gold
Out of the Box
Gold
Gold
Gold
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Silver
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Silver
Scratch Built
Silver
Small Scale Military Vehicles Silver
Silver
Silver
Bronze
Large Scale Military Vehicles Gold
Silver
Silver
Silver
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Commended
Commended
Commended
Commended
Commended
Commended
Silver
Dioramas
Commended
Commended
Silver
Figures/Vignettes
Silver
Silver
Silver
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Commended
Commended
Commended
Science Fiction

89.5
84
83
81
74.5
71
97.5
96.5
95.5
92.5
89.5
89.5
89.5
88.5
88.5
84.5
83.5
82.5
82
80.5
76.5
75
89
88.5
90.5
84.5
81
75.5
97
90
81.5
81
76
76
74
74
74
73
70
69.5
69
67.5
63
62
87
67.5
66
89.5
88
85
83
79.5
79
78.5
76.5
74
72.5
71
67.5
66.5
63

S. Coleman
C. Davies
P. Powzyk
B. French
P. Powzyk
D. Denny
P. McConnell
R. Puttee
R. Whaites
S. Coleman
G. Carter
D. Connelly
D. Waite
D. Denny
D. Denny
R. Whaites
W. Waldon
J. Mercuri
M. Harmer
D. Waite
P. McNamara
P. Otto
P. Stroethoff
R. Henderson
R. Frazer
J. Marane
J. Marane
J. Marane
J. Blackwell
R. Raffaut
S. Brinkworth
W. Tseng
J. Wilson
P. Stroethoff
R. Melvin
R. Melvin
R. Melvin
J. Wilson
J. Montgomery
R. Jarrett
R. Jarrett
R. Jarrett
J. Montgomery
S. Brinkworth
R. Puttee
C. Davies
J. Montgomery
M. Pitt
R. Raffaut
R. Henderson
M. Nolan
M. Nolan
B. Porter
I. Wright
S. Brinkworth
S. Brinkworth
M. Nolan
B. Porter
S. Brinkworth
R. Henderson
J. Montgomery

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
1/24
1/25
1/48
1/48
1/72
1/48
1/48
1/12
1/12
1/24
1/35
1/24
1/25
1/72
1/24
1/25
1/6
1/15
1/76
1/76
1/76
1/76
1/35
1/35
1/35
1/35
1/35
1/35
1/35
1/35
1/35
1/35
1/35
1/35
1/35
1/35
1/35
1/35
1/35
1/24
1/35
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Y-Wing
Cthulu
Katsumi Liqueur
Warhammer 40K Wolves Rune Priest
Deunan Knute
Pinhead Cenobite
Ford Escort Cosworth 4X4
Panzer IV F1
Curtiss SB2C-4 Helldiver
Bristol Beaufighter
Hansa Brandenberg
A-36 Apache
P-51 D Mustang
Harley Davidson Springer
Yamaha RZV 500
Volkswagen 1300 Beetle
Panther A
427 Cobra
MacDonalds
B-24H Liberator
Tom Danills Pie Wagon
Mopar Top Fuel Dragster
MG 34 Gun on Stand
WW1 Whippet Medium Tank
Jagdpanzer
T34/76 Model 1940
Saladin Mk II
K6 Crash Tender
Panther Ausf.G
M551A Sheridan
M-18 Hellcat
M35A2 Cargo Truck
Mark IV Female
Abrams M1
Stug III
Sherman M4
Sherman M4A1
Type A Whippet
Schwerer
Stug III
Sdkfz 222
Panzer IV F1/F2/G
Sherman M4A3E8
Kanonenwagen
"Pulling Out"
"Rust Bucket"
"Flatcar with Load"
Fallschirmjager - Monte Cassino
Delta Force
Anzac
Sturmbannfuhrer
Panzerjager - Falaise Pocket
US Army Scout
3rd Paratroopers British Army
Mounted Soldier with Russian PrisUS BAR Gunner - Korea
MG 42 Gunner - Normandy
German Warrior 1st Century
German WW II Night Fighter
Light Horseman
German Panzerjager

Goodbye Kai Tak, and Thank You

Main:
Kai Tak is in the
middle of Kowloon
City, surrounded by
high rise buildings
and mountains.
Top Right:
The car park at Kai
Tak with the landmark
clock
and
name sign. Note the
upper levels are
packed with plane
spotters.
Bottom Right:
The
m o u n ta i n s
around Kai Tak necessitates
the
unique IGS landing.
Aircraft on final approach makes a
sharp right turn before lining up with
runway 13. Note the

With those words, the lights on runway 13 at Hong
Kong International Airport Kai Tak were switched off
for the final time. Peter Shum lands into the world’s
third busiest airport just days before it closed.
July 5th, 1998 saw the last day of operations at Hong
Kong's Kai Tak International Airport, ending 73 years of
operations and one of the most exciting eras in aviation
history.
The name Kai Tak came from the original owners of
the site, Kai Ho Kai and Au Tak who had plans to build
mansions then but ran into financial problems. Harry Abbot, an American pilot tried to start a flying school there but
he too failed. In 1927, the Royal Air Force took over the
site and built a control tower and a 475m runway, and the
civil operations begin in 1930. With the Japanese occupation, civil operations ceased but they resumed shortly
after the war. In 1958, to accommodate jets, a new 2529m
runway was build on land reclaimed from Kowloon Bay
which was extended to 3390m in 1975. The current terminal building dates back to 1962.
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Safety has been a major concern for much of Kai Tak's
operation history. It's location in a densely populated area,
close proximity to mountains and the notorious Hong Kong
typhoons has earned its listing as one of the world's ten
most dangerous airport by pilots. Kai Tak's darkest hour
was in 24 August, 1965 when a US military aircraft carrying
58 people crashed into the sea killing all on board. The
IGS landing approach into Kai Tak is unique. Describe by
some pilots as “one of the most natural forms of laxative”,
as it required the aircraft to descend parallel to the mountains behind the airport and at the last minute making a 47
degrees turn at rooftop heights over densely populated areas before touch down on runway 13. As even in recently
times, the perils of Kai Tak was highlighted, when a China
Air pilot managed to skid a brand new Boeing 747-400 off
runway 13 and into the harbour during a storm. However,

there have been few major accidents at Kai Tak, and its
good safety record is a tribute to all involved in its operations, and the skill of the pilots who are especially careful
in these trying conditions.
Passenger wise, Kai Tak was the third busiest airport
in the world and the busiest for freight with over 27 million
passengers and 1.45 million tones of freight passing
through each year. About 60 airlines operate from Kai Tak
with over 420 flights daily. At peak times there can be a
take off or landing every 2 minutes and sometimes this can
be down to 1 minute 45 seconds. All this from a single
runway with a curfew between midnight and 5:30 am.
Hong Kong clearly needed a better airport to take it into
the next century, one without the safety problems and the
operating restrictions of the present and with plenty of
room to grow. Kai Tak was operating beyond capacity, its
facilities outdated and the halls overcrowded. To solve
these problems, a new airport began construction in 1992
with two runways on an island north of Lantau Island.
Opening on 6 July, 1998 the new airport at Chep Lap
Kok marks a new chapter in aviation history.
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The Hong Kong Curve
Nobuhiko Hirai gives a personal impression of the IGS landing
approach into Kai Tak from the flight deck of Cathay Pacific flight
CX250 from London.
Main:
Final
approach
can be a hair
raising
experience, as shown
by this Cathay
Pacific 747
Right:
Map of IGS landing into Kai Tak.

After dinner I took out the flight record as usual and I
asked one of the stewards to make an entry. Usually, the
steward brings it back to me in about thirty minutes, but
then I would not get an answer for some time yet and slept
till breakfast. The flight route display in the cabin was
showing that we already flown over Myanmer. After breakfast the steward returned and said "Mr. Hirai, Captain Corstin invites you to the flight deck." I thought it was a
unique opportunity and I had no hesitation about accepting
the invitation.
Our aircraft was VR-HOV, a Boeing 747-467 the standard type used by Cathay Pacific on long haul flights. The
steward took me to the flight deck where the captain and
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copilot welcomed me. "Is that your flight log book? Be at
home here till we arrive to Hong Kong." I was very surprised by this as I thought I could only stay on the flight
deck for a short while.
I sat on the jump seat, which was behind copilot, and
looked around the flight deck. The instruments on the 747400s seemed to be more conspicuous and straightforward
than the ones on earlier models, but the altimeter and
compass seemed to be still analog. "There is not a flight
engineer, is it?" I asked intentionally. He pointed at the
centre console and answered me with a smile, "flight engineer is here." He said take most flight engineers have
taken up different employment because few planes these
days needs them. Through the flight instrument displays
and the flight chart, he gave me a run down on the present
condition of the engines, fuel remaining, altitude, today's
approach course, and so on. Our prearrangement approach course was the "Hong Kong Curve". With the imminent replacement of Kai Tak as Hong Kong‘s International Airport, this would be my last chance to experience
the Hong Kong curve and it would be from the flight deck.
There was just no hiding my joy.
We continued at 37,300 feet and after the run down, I
was asked to put on the headset. I have listened to air
traffic communication with airband receivers at airports before but to hear it first hand on the flight deck and observ-

The Airport in a City

Top Right:
Cockpit view of runway 13
Middle Right:
The hilltop chequer board
approach marker.

Bottom Right:
The new airport under
construction at Chep Lap
Kok.

ing the operations is an extreme thrill for an airliner fan like
myself. The Singaporean chief purser called on us and
asked me, "How do you feel?” "It is great." I replied. "Is she
nice Mamasan, isn't it?" the captain said jokingly to me. Immediately the purser responded with "I'm not Mamasan" in
Japanese." If anyone listened to the cockpit voice recordings, I think that they would be rather dumbfounded by these
jokes and my poor English.
By now the plane is making it approach. The flaps are
lowered, landing gear position confirmed and, the seat belt
indicators turned on. Our path brought us directly over Chek
Lap Kok while the flight crew changed the direction and altitude as directed from the tower. Although the view was obscured by haze, the new airport can be seen nearing completion. We head towards a red and white marker on one of the
hills. Closer and closer to the marker, a sharp right bank,
and then touchdown on runway 13. The engines immediately
put in full reverse thrust to bring the aircraft to a halt. Taxiing
instructions came through on the headset and the aircraft
proceeded to bay 8. Thus end the 12 hours long haul to
Hong Kong. This has truly been a flight to remember.
I would like give special thanks to Cathay Pacific
Airways and Captain Ray Corstin.

Kai Tak’s location in one of the most densely populated parts of Hong
Kong makes it impossible to ignore. The IGS approach brought jets at
nearly roof top heights over large parts of Kowloon city. In fact, some of
the approach lights to runway 13 are on top of peoples homes.
The locals have a love hate relationship with their noisy neighbour
which operated between 6:00 am and midnight. “We don’t need alarm
clocks” as one Kowloon local explained. He would simply get up with the
first incoming flight.
Access wise, Kai Tak was one of the most convenient airports in the
world. Most of Hong Kong is within a short bus or taxi ride away. Some
travellers on route to other destinations had been know to get out just from
a couple of hours of shopping. Nearby residents would simply watch the
incoming flight land from their apartment windows and walk over to the airport terminal to greet their overseas guests. Travellers and locals alike will
miss the convenient location of Kai Tak.
In the final days of Kai Tak’s operation, Hong Kong became a city of
aviation enthusiasts. Everyone became just “plane crazy“. Aircraft spotters and journalists flew in from around the world, eager to capture this historic moment. Locals gave the World Cup Soccer a miss and headed to
the airport. Day and night people poured into every vantage point, airport
perimeters and car parks, roof tops, expressways, ferry piers and streets
of Kowloon city. Old frail grandmothers with grandkids, office workers, and
people from all walks of life gathered to have a last look at another piece
of the disappearing Hong Kong and have a photo taken with approaching
planes. Of course, the “Jumbo” was the crowd favourite. The police were
called in as a couple of fights broke out between people vying for observation spots. Souvenir shops in the Kai Tak terminal building were stripped
clean of every piece of Kai Tak memorabilia days before the closure. Developing labs doing a roaring trade with the ending streams of aircraft photos. The cocktail of excited crowds, screaming jets and the feeling that it
will soon be all over was as intoxicating as it was unforgettable.
On July 6, a handful locals stare into the grounds of Kai Tak. The
whines of turbofans and the smell of “Jet A” are gone. The big jets has
moved elsewhere, taking with the life, energy and the chaos. Love it or
hate it, Kai Tak was an integral part of the lives of the people of Kowloon
city and many a little sad to see it go.
-Peter Shum

Hello Chep Lap Kok
Described as an “extraordinary act of vision“, the new
Hong Kong International Airport has a lot to live up to.
Main:
A small section of
the enormous departure hall at Chep
Lap Kok.
Insert:
Replica of a Farman
biplane which made
the first flight into
Hong Kong.
Opposite Left:
The Y-shaped terminal building during
construction.
Opposite Right:
The
spectacular
Tsing Ma Bridge is
the longest road-rail
suspension bridge
in the world and is
one of ten developments in the Airport
Core Programme.

Even as an airport for the next millennium, the scale of the
Airport Core Programme (ACP) of which Chep Lap Kok
(CLK) is a part of is difficult to imagine. Taking nine years
and AUD $33 billion dollars to complete, ACP can boast to
be the largest infrastructure project in the world. In an astonishing feat of engineering the 6 km long by 3.5 km wide
site at CLK was made by flattening the original Chep Lap
Kok island and then adding the remaining 75% by land
reclamation. CLK’s twin runways are both 3800 metres
long, the second of which is due for completion at the end
of the year. Designed by Sir Norman Foster, the massive
terminal building is a glass masterpiece consuming of over
53,150 square metres of glass panels and one million cubic metres of concrete in its construction. Whilst the old
terminal at Kai Tak’s terminal covered only 66,000 square
metres, the new terminal is 550,000 square metres in area
and is 1.2 km long. A part of CLK is Cathay Pacific City,
the new home for Cathay Pacific. This will allow Cathay to
relocate its many facilities scattered across Hong Kong to
a modern centralised headquarters. Cathay Pacific City
includes offices, training facilities, a 500 room staff hotel
and various staff amenities, as well as the usual maintenance and service infrastructure associated with a major
airline. However as impressive as this all sounds, CLK is
only one of the ten developments in the ACP. These included expressways, a high-speed rail link, two giant roadrail suspension bridge with one being the world's longest, a
third harbour tunnel linking Hong Kong to Kowloon, and a
new town development at Tung Chung for a quarter of a
million people.
From conception, the project has travelled a turbulent
path. It was the target of intense opposition from the Chinese government concerned with the project’s cost and
fiance arrangements. Not surprisingly CLK’s construction
presented many difficulties. Some were serious like the
glass outer cladding on the terminal buildings were found
to be defective, and thus requiring the eventual replacement of all of the panels. Whilst others bordered on the
hilarious such as originally, the mirror-like marble floors
tiles became rather “pervert-friendly” and had to be dulled
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up as they proved to be a source of embarrassment for
women wearing skirts. The opening was delay by two
months due to the Airport Express rail link being incomplete and even now there are safety concerns over the
system’s Hong Kong station as it is under investigation for
having sub-standard foundation works. The timing of
CLK’s opening could not come at a worse time for Hong
Kong and Cathay Pacific. The current economic crisis in
Asia and, the slowdown in the local economy have meant
a sharp downturn in the number of tourist and business
travellers.
On 2 July, the Chinese Premier Jiang Ze Min officially
opened CLK and became the first passenger to fly out of
the new airport. On the evening of the same day, US
President Bill Clinton on his visit to Hong Kong became
CLK’s first arrival. In the mother of all office relocations,
Australia’s MoveCorp coordinated the transfer to CLK.
During the early hours of 6 July, 30 aircraft, 70 barges and
1200 vehicles with a thousand police escorts moved vital
operation equipment from Kai Tak to the new airport without a hitch. At 6:21am Cathay Pacific 747-400 “Polar 1”
landed after its historic first non-stop flight from New York
and disembarked CLK first fare paying passenger.
By day break the people of Hong Kong poured into to
marvel at their new airport. Perhaps those who were there
early enough manage to capture a glimpse of the
“extraordinary act of vision” behind CLK and its role in the
posterity of the Special Administrative Region of Hong
Kong. It wasn’t long before everyone was made to stop
looking towards the future to deal with the problems of the
present.

Postscript
Recent reports by travellers on operations and facilities
at Chep Lap Kok have been favourable.

From Triumph to Trouble
Problems plague the first day at Chep
Lap Kok
The view from the flight deck of “Wunala Dreaming”, gives one a
sense of calm and order in the universe. Above, a clear blue Australian sky, below the harsh yet strikingly beautiful desertscape that inspired the very colour scheme adorned by this Boeing 747-400 on
Qantas QF-28 from Hong Kong to Sydney. I asked Captain Percy
Schlossenburger what he thought of the new Hong Kong International
Airport at Chep Lap Kok. “It just so happens that I am writing a report
on it this minute, well, where do I start”.
In a case of life imitating art, the first day at Chep Lap Kok was a
page from the scripts of the “Flying High” movies. After the excitement of the closing Kai Tak and jubilation over the success of the “DDay” style transfer to the new airport, Hong Kong came to the horrible
realisation that Chep Lap Kok was opened prematurely. Soon, the
airwaves was jammed with reports of disasters.
“To err is human, but to really stuff things up you need a computer”, and they did. The automated aerobridges for boarding aircraft
would misalign with the doors, refuse to operate, and in couple instances colliding with and damaging the aircraft. Planes would be
backed out and moved from gate to gate in attempt to offload their
weary passengers. “This flight will be arriving at gate 5, gate 7, gate
10”…. I think I saw this in a movie once. The electronic boards for
flight information failed. Flights were delayed, in one case by 4 hours
because they lost the luggage for the whole flight. Passengers from
Taiwan were particularly annoyed as it has taken them only a hour to
fly here but 3 hours to get of the airport. Many of the high tech payphones were inoperative as they had yet to be connected. Restaurants turned away customers due to inexperienced and inadequate
staff or simply ran out of food. The bread shop had so many customers that you had to line up outside to pay. McDonalds with their reputation for efficiency and service certainly shone through in this crisis.
The public toilets were closed due to a water shortage.
As for your’s truly, the problems started before I got to the airport.
The Airport Express railway link is the fastest and most convenient
way to the airport from Central. Passengers can check in their baggage at the new Hong Kong station and go about their business for
the day before boarding the express train to Chep Lap Kok. Well
that’s the theory! Many of the check in counters were yet to be completed, so I got stuck with my heavy luggage for over 2 hours with no
where to go, not even for a cup of coffee as none of the shops were
open for business. Plus, the Airport Express took 20 minutes more

than the scheduled time, and the on board passenger information systems were inoperative. Needless to say, I was not impressed. At the
Qantas check in counters, the computer displays went out at least
twice, and the luggage was sorted manually for each flight. “What
gate will I be boarding this flight from?”, I asked. “I am sorry sir, but
we don’t know .” I was given and advised to wear a Qantas sticker on
my shirt to help them track me down if required. Twenty minutes before original departure time, and finally the information displays announced that Qantas QF-28 would be boarding at gate 4. “Wunala
Dreaming” was waiting to board but then the signs changed, Cathay
Pacific to Manila is boarding at gate 4 and Qantas QF-28 to Sydney
would be boarding a gate 34. “What, that is 500 metres away! The
b*##$@! Qantas 747 is here at gate 4. , that can’t be right.“ At gate 4,
the Qantas staff was taking out the days frustration at the controls of
the malfunctioning electronics. Perhaps the millennium bug strikes
early on those at the leading edge of technology but this did not stop
over a hundred Filipinos from queuing at gate 4. We finally boarded,
and more delays “We are still missing 5 passengers, announced the
flight attendant. I know where they are. They are at gate 34 where
that Cathay Pacific flight to Manila is boarding. Those Qantas stickers
did come in handy after all. With all passengers on board QF-28 was
delay for another 15 minutes because there no one to retract the aerobridge. In contrast, the flight itself was uneventful and I enjoyed the
excellent inflight service.
Unbelievably, the situation worsen in the days following.
The
freight handling system completely collapse. The world’s busiest
freight airport refused all but emergency air cargo for over two weeks.
I hate think what happened to all the live lobsters we export to Hong
Kong. Some companies resorted to having employees deliver in personal vital parts to and from overseas as they could trust air freight.
From the flight deck of “Wunala Dreaming“, it is difficult to imagine the chaos we left behind just a few hours ago. I left the captain in
peace as I am sure he has plenty to write about in his report.

Above:
“Wunala Dreaming” basking in the winter Aussie sun in Sydney.
Top Left:

Photographs by Pieter Stro-

Size Isn’t Everything

Double Deutsch
Warren Meyer’s amazing Messerschmitt Bf109Z
in 1/72 scale
#
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frames another four prototypes had been designed - these
using various other airframes. The model I have built,
therefore, is a "what might have been' had this project continued. It is a Bf109Z-1 which uses two G-6 fuselages.

The Model
I used two of the most recently released Hasegawa G-6
kits' fuselages. Mostly because it is a clean kit with scoring that is easy to replicate on scratchbuilt parts and panels. I took both lower wing halves and two of the top halves
out of the boxes and left almost everything else for the
scrap box. The lower wings were severed at the inboard
wing roots and I built an acrylic jig to hold the inboard fuselages while I scratchbuilt the new tail and main centre section from acrylic and sheet styrene. The latter housing two
glycol radiator intakes and two wheel wells. As the aircraft
had no outboard tail bits, their locating holes had to be
filled and sanded flush. Meanwhile the existing wheel
wells had to be remade as the undercarriage attachment
points for each fuselage were relocated closer together.
So these holes were plugged with sheet styrene and new
ones cut out with the aid of a template.
I had hoped to show both engines exposed so I bought
two Falcon pewter castings. I didn't think much of their detail however, so decided to scratchbuild only the starboard
one. I took off the kit cowling and shaved it down to use as
a male for plungemoulding new panels. These were detailed with evergreen styrene strips and fitted in the open
position. The scoop for the supercharger is from the kit
and fairings above the starter are shaped Zap-A-Gap. Behind the firewall on the starboard boom there was to be a
long range fuel tank replacing the cockpit cavity. The more
aerodynamic fairing fitted to this was plungemoulded over
a male part made from the kit rear canopy and acrylic. A
True Details cockpit was thrown into the port boom and the
model was detailed with Eduard photoetched parts.

Painting and Markings
At a club meeting long ago I was looking over Jim Travis'
shoulder as he paged through a copy of "Messerschmitt ONine Gallery". I had to stop him when he came to a plan
view of an experimental 109Z. I'd never seen one of these
before and straight away wanted to build a model. I borrowed the book and did my research.

About the Aircraft
Loosely based on the same principals for constructing the
He111Z, the Messerschmitt staff designed and built a prototype Bf109Z. Presumably to fill the role of a high altitude
Zerestorer the aircraft could be built en masse without too
much disruption to existing production facilities. The first
prototype was termed the Bf109Z V1 but, this aircraft was
destroyed in 1943 by allied attacks on the Messerschmitt
test facility before it could be test flown, and the project
was shelved. Although the V1 was built using F4 air-

The assembled aircraft was sprayed with Tamiya surface
primer and filled with Plasti-bond. Gunze Sangyo paints
were then mixed to match the 74/75/76 colour scheme
typical of 109's in early 1944. Because it's only a hypothetical model I chose as few identifying markings as possible. Balkenkreus and Hakenkreus match 1943 directives
and are set with Humbrol Decalcotes. I also sprayed on a
hint of a Balkenkreus to the inboard starboard boom. The
idea being that this may have been an operational aircraft
in its own right and have been written off or made obsolete
then being converted for use in this concoction.
The model was given a final coat of less than semi
gloss clear because my photographic references suggested the aircraft weren't quite matt.

Final Assembly
Tail wheels, props, starboard engine cowl etc. were added
while the model sat in another jig. This was to hold the
four undercarriage struts as they dried so that all four were

Above:
View of the finished model, in a
scheme that may
have been employed had the
project
proceeded.
Left:
Close up of the
model with the
cowling removed
revealing
the
highly
detailed

Photographs via Warren Meyers

Engine Cowling Moulds
The master used for plunge moulding consisting of
the kit cowling and a handle. The result of the plunge
moulding technique shows the rough shape of the
cowling and lastly the finished product after some
trimming, assembly, cutting and painting.

Main Undercarriage
Additional detail was added to the landing legs by replacing the scissor link with an etch brass accessory
and fusewire for the hydraulic lines. The landing gear
doors were made out of styrene sheet.

Engine Cowling Panels
The underside of the plunge moulded cowling; cut
along its spine and repositioned. The frame is made
out of plastic strip

Major Sub-Assemblies
Note the repositioning of the wheel wells and the reconstruction of the midwing from scratch. Also the
engine compartment and the scratchbuilt tailplane.

The Assembled Item
All put together with some judicious puttying

Engine Compartment
A close up of the engine compartment fully assembled
from scratch and painted. There are no guns hence
the missing ammunition container between the engine
and the bulkhead. In addition the replicated myriad of
hydraulic, pneumatic and electrical lines
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correctly aligned. They were detailed with brake lines and
oleo scissors and the doors scratchbuilt from 0.25 styrene
detailed with strips. Kit gun barrels were replaced with syringe needles and a third barrel added slightly to starboard
in the new centre wing. Finally the kit canopy was discarded in favour of an open vac form attached with PVA.

you know the answer to that question.

Conclusion
In the end I did sacrifice some detail to have it finished but
the result is an unusual addition to my model collection.
I'm just waiting now for someone to release the easy to assemble, totally accurate, no extra work needed injection
run kit of this little S.O.B. If I'm lucky it'll be a long time
coming. I don' know how many hours it took to construct
but I know I started over a year before I finished. "Why do
it?" If you're reading this no doubt you're a modeller and

Internet Links
http://www.skypoint.com/members/jbp/kaigun.htm
Anything Imperial Japanese Navy Air Force you want, you got it here
http://www.geocities.com/Pentagon/7404/index.html
German Nightfighter fans should drool over this. A very comprehensive site on the aircraft used by the Nachjagdverbande from conception to end. If you are after never seen before material', don't expect much but if you love web presentations,.
http://www3.ns.sympatico.ca/hurricane/index.htm
Sidney Camm's baby on the net!! Check it out.
http://www.acm.cps.msu.edu/~kortasma/spitfire.html
Reginald Mitchell's creation enshrined in cyberspace. One site amongst many devoted to the crescent winged fighter.

Handy Tips
Strap in with Pringles
The aluminium foil seals on tubes of “Pringles” chips
make great seat belts for aircraft cockpits. The wax paper
backing makes attaching them with cyno glue problem free
and they are reasonably flexible, meaning they sit nicely
when placed. The aluminium side is best painted before
cutting the belts into strips.
Then to make buckles or
clips, simply scrape away the layer of paint to reveal the
foil beneath.
Not only is this far cheaper than buying etched metal
items, but you get to enjoy the chips while modelling. Just
don’t put your greasy fingers on my decals.

-Peter Shum
Spraying Testors Metalizers
An easy way to have a smooth surface for spraying
metalising paints is undercoat with a gloss paint. For natural metal finishes on aircraft, undercoat in a gloss light
grey, aluminium or chrome silver before applying the
metalising paint. The gloss paint will hide some of the imperfections and provide a more even surface for the
metalising paint.

- Scott Pfaff
-Peter Shum
Bamboo Skewers
Bamboo Skewers, the type used for kebabs are great
for making puttying tools. They can be easily carved into
small flat applicators or any other shape with knife. If you
use Milliput, the bamboo holds a small amount of water,
thus making it easier to apply the putty.
-Ian Krestensen

Tamiya Tape
When buying the Tamiya Masking Tape, get the widest
roll available as it is far cheaper in the long run. The tape
can to made to any width required by applying a strip of
tape onto a piece of glass (a cheap photo frame would be
perfect), and with a steel ruler and a sharp knife cut into
smaller strips. By using a glass cutting surface, the tape
will not lose any of its adhesive properties.

When it comes to modelling, we all have our little “tricks
of the trade”. Whether it is a major scientific discovery,
or an idea so simple that no one has thought of it before, share them here for the benefit of modellers at all
levels.

Reviews
Hobbycraft “AVG” P-40 Tiger Shark

What’s in the Box
There are three light grey and one clear
sprue sealed in a bag together with decal
sheet for two aircraft of the Flying Tigers.
The decals provided unlike their earlier releases were much more superior with a superb register. Complex images that would
have easily been misaligned were printed in
two separate pieces for the modeller to do
the final adjustment. The instructions provide
a 10 stage construction procedure, external
colour scheme for both variants but no painting instructions for the interior and wheel
wells. The panel lines on the main parts are
engraved which is the norm of most aircraft
kits these days. There was no sign of warping nor flash on the sprues on my purchase.
Do note that one of the sprues comes from
the earlier P-36 release so don’t be alarmed if
you find surplus parts. Its not quite like finding a few extra screws, nuts and washers remaining after reassembling the VCR as a result of junior’s endeavours to discover that if
pizza was a viable medium to store the Funniest Home Videos.

upper halves of the wings, butting up to the
wing root before cementing them to the lower
half.
The reason for doing this is to ensure that
the wing and fuselage join will be a good one
and any aberration will be removed at the upper and lower wing half join. As for the
knuckles, all that was required to fix the problem was a file and some superglue.
The only additional detail I added to the
wing was to reinforce the landing gear doors
by adding the hinges using plastic card. I
found the kit supplied ring and bead parts a
little crude so I decided to use some fuse
wire as their replacement.
Painting and Finishing
Firstly I primed the surface by spraying it
with a coat of enamel based light grey. Mixing the remainder of the grey with black and
adjusting my airbrush to spray a fine line, I

Construction
Beginning with the fuselage cockpit parts,
the parts breakdown amounted to the cockpit
floor, rear bulkhead, seat frame, seat and joystick. Together with the moulded in sidewall
detail and some painting, I managed to get it
to look busy without having to resort to major
additional detailing; the only thing extra
added was the seat belts. The fit of the fuselage halves was good since not much effort
was put into blending in the join line. The
chin intake assembly however did not align
together too well with the fuselage assembly
so I had to resort to filing, sanding and blending. The results were fortunately good.
The kit instructions highlighted the problems that may be encountered at the landing
gear pivoting knuckle when the upper and
lower wing halves were assembled together.
The first thing I did was to assemble the
lower wing half into the fuselage first taking
care of its alignment especially in the leading
edge/wing root area. Next I assembled the
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begun spraying the panel lines with the much
darker colour. When that had all dried, I
used the Tamiya acrylic Khaki Brown and a
mix of J.A Dark Green and Black Green for
the camouflage. These colours were sprayed
on with a mix, which had more thinner than
paint than usual. This resulted in a washed
out look which would gradually build with successive coats constantly checking that the
darkened panel lines I had done earlier would
not be completely obliterated. After that I
sprayed two successive coats of Polly S clear
acrylic.
The decals initially looked impressive and
slid off easily as soon as they were wetted,
however the glue employed was a little wanting because its removal was too easy. I
found that out at a cost when the flying tiger
emblem, which had the double decal overlay,
silvered badly. I had to reduce this damage
by punching holes on the decal using a sharp
knife and force Polly S clear acrylic through
the incisions to seal up the gaps. Furthermore the Nationalist Chinese emblem was
slightly off register because once it was applied against a dark contrasting background,
an extremely small but noticeable crescent
appeared.
Once the decaling was done, a final Polly
S acrylic coat was sprayed and left for 24
hours to completely dry. Next a matt coat
was sprayed onto the model.
I love making an attempt to replicate
wear and tear on model aircraft; the smaller
the better. In order to bleach the camouflage
colour, I created a mix of the original Tamiya
Khaki Brown with Tamiya Deck Tan in equal
parts and proceeded to spray an extremely
light coat at the finest setting on the original
Khaki Brown areas. This process was done
for the green areas as well using Tamiya J.A
Green and Tamiya Deep Green. Finally the
exhaust marks were a mix of Tamiya German
Grey and Flat Black.
One colour I recommend for the painting of

Photograph by Peter Shum

exhaust pipe is Polly S’s Railway Colour
‘Antique Bronze’.
Summary
It was a simple kit to build with an adequate number of parts to put a decent replica
together. The only thing to watch for is the
landing gear pivot knuckle so get that file and
putty ready. For all its worth, it looks every
bit a Curtiss P-40 to me. The result as you
can see on these photos even surprised me.

Supplier:

Kellets Hobbies, Liverpool

-Li Choo

Kit:

Hobbycraft “AVG” P-40 Tiger
Shark
Scale:
1/48th
Contents: Injection moulded parts, decal
sheet and instuctions.
Price:
$15.00

Hobbycraft “Vietnam” DHC Caribou Transport

I was fortunate to be based at Richmond on
the 22nd April 1964 when the 38 Squadron’s
first Caribou arrived. On that day, the rain
cleared just as the three Caribous entered
the circuit. We could not believe that aircraft
could fly so slowly or so we thought when
comparing it with the C-47/DC-3 “Gooney”
which it replaced.
What’s in the Box
After waiting for years hearing many rumours
of an up and coming Caribou kit, it finally arrived, and with it comes my “ first impression”, with a pinch of salt. The contents of
the kit would easily have been packed in a
box half the present size with plenty of room
to spare. Many of my parts had come off the
sprue and were scattered in the box. After
inspecting the 80 plus grey and 5 clear parts,
I noticed that the fuselage halves were somewhat warped and when dry fitted together it
left a gap of about 4 to 5 mm in the centre.
Construction
The cockpit breakdown of parts or lack of it is
reminiscent of the early Airfix cockpits, supplying two basic seats and a mediocre representation for control columns, yokes and instrument panel. I was fortunate that Snowy
Mountains kindly supplied me with an “Uncle
Les” resin cockpit plug to experiment on the
kit. However the plug left little room for nose
weights, which I found needed quite a bit to
balance that high tail on the Caribou. As a
matter of fact, it took 6 baked bean size lead
sinkers in the nose, under the cockpit floor

etc. to balance the model (approx. 1.5 oz for
the imperialists).
To enhance the cockpit, I cut out an entry
door in part C21 and an accompanying floor
well to match in part C20. I then added extra
detail on the rest of the cockpit with a few
pieces of sprue on the rear wall (part C21) to
simulate radio gear, and added head rests to
the seats painting them olive green.
The kit instructions fail to provide colour
detail for the cockpit, which could be frustrating for a modeller not knowing the set up of
the aircraft. I can safely say that it is mostly
matt black, with grey seats and a smattering
of grey in detail around different instrumentation situations, floor etc. I traced the outline
of the windows on masking tape, cut them
out and applied them.
I left part C18 instrument panel out until
later, as it left space for me in case I needed
some extra nose weight.. When the time
came to glue the fuselage halves, a small “G”
clamp was required to keep the halves together. As most will know, for those intending to build the RAAF version, the Caribou
does not have a prop spinner so leave them
off. Propellers were in two colour finishes.
The first is a satin black finish with a white 6”
tip with a red 2” stripe through centre. The
second was two tone grey, the darker grey
was painted just below half way to prop boss,
the lighter grey to tip with a 4” yellow tip or a
6” white with the 2” red stripe. The lock rings
were black on two tone grey propellers and
the propeller bosses were silver. It was not
unusual to see a mixture of both props on the

same aircraft.
I left the black decal out of the inside of
the windows, only choosing to put the red
seat webbing decal behind the windows, as
one of the Caribou’s noticeable features was
that you could always see through the fuselage windows to the windows on the far side.
I painted the both the inside of the wheel
wells and the inside of the wheel wells doors
cockpit green semi gloss (ANA611). I left out
part C19 but added part C1. I had to
scrounge around in my spare parts box and
found a very small lens from a car kit and
added it to the centre of the nose wheel door
to depict the landing light. The undercarriage
was semi gloss white, with the nose wheels
white inside and outside. I painted the tyres
with Humbrol 182 Black/Grey Satin. I painted
the main under carriage wheels white outside
and black inside. The tyres were painted in
Humbrol 182 Satin Black/Grey.
Although part C44; flap hinge location
was close to the fuselage on the real Caribou, I felt that it was too close on the model.
Parts C4 are cowling hinges and should be
glued in the centre of the cowling line.
I
painted Part C5 exhaust shroud ends black
and the exhaust shrouds dull silver.
To attach the nose wheel door, part C40 I
omitted part A3 as it is for “USAF only”.
I
attached part C2 the aerial holder not at the
centre of the roof but offset to the left, looking
at the aircraft front on. The aircraft also has
a whip aerial off centre to the right, just in
front of the forward wing join. I used a hair
out of my wife’s broom, (she didn’t mind!). It
also had 2 UHF Aerials on each side of the
fuselage, approximately 5 mm out from the
walkway stripe stretching from approximately
5 mm from the wing join, for approximately 73
mm to approximately 5 mm from the fuselage
join above the door. This was a challenge to
make!
Painting and Finishing
I chose to hand paint my model using Humbrol Paints (I just can’t get away from it!)
The painting subject depicted was Caribou
A4-173, which was flown straight to Vietnam
from DH Canada in August 1964. The colour used by the RAAF. was FS.34079 US
Dark Green, finished in semi-gloss all over,
including the Black Anti-Glare Panel in front
of the cockpit and the de-icing boots. The
Humbrol equivalent for FS 34079 was Humbrol 116 Matt US Dark Green. I did find two

Summary
The model as you can see turned out quite
well despite having a warped fuselage and
decals, which shed its water activated adhesives quicker than you could say, “Oi!” Some
months later, IDEA came out with the exact
same kit with a completely different box art,
selling for about one third the price of the
original Hobbycraft kit. Oh well, c’est la vie.
-Neil Warnes.

Product: Hobbycraft “Vietnam” Caribou
Scale:
1/72
Contents: 81 grey and 5 clear injected
moulded parts. Decal sheet with
options for USAF, SVAF and
RAAF 35 Squadron.
Price:
$50.00 Approx. (Hobbycraft)
$18.00 (Idea)
Supplier: Frontline Hobbies, Newcastle
errors in the painting instructions namely the
omission of the black de-icing boots on the
horizontal tail leading edges and the black
panel behind the exhaust outlets on top of the
wings. Some aircraft also had the top of the
cowling around the exhaust shrouds painted
black. I left the window frames around the
oval cockpit windows grey as they were quite
noticeable. This was where the masking tape
with the traced oval windows on it came in.
Although the job would have been tedious, it
was worth it.
At this stage the model was nicely balanced on its undercarriage so I glued in the
instrument panel and then the cockpit windows into its place and masked the cockpit
windows up. I had painted the cockpit frames
beforehand prior to gluing it into place.
After masking and painting in the base
colour, I then sprayed the model with a coat
of Wattyl Instant Estapol Clear Gloss. The kit
supplied decals is excellent in register depicting A4-173 but I was very annoyed at the finishing quality. They went on nicely, softened
and adhered very well to the surface using
Gunze Sanyo Mr. Marksofter, but after an
hour or so, the fuselage and wing walk stripes
began to “silver”. The red/white/blue fin flash
and a small part of the No. 35 Squadron kangaroo fin emblem also started to do the
same. Although I had trimmed the excess
film off the fin flash and the wing roundel decals close to the border, the silvering still occurred right to the edges !
The only solution to my problem was to
try and fill the edges in with a brush of paint
colour, it was successful to a degree, but the
left side outboard wing walk, became worse
as time passed. My solution was to replace
this one completely by repainting that side of
the wing and making up my own wing walks.
On the red “danger” propeller stripe, I had
to cut approx ¼” from the top end to right below the window fuselage join and only it

should only go up to the outside of the fuselage walkway lines on both sides at top of fuselage.
I was later informed that “Aussie Decals”
were producing decals to cover the all over
green Caribou, but the set only had the camouflage Caribou’s. Perhaps the next series in
the set would include the overall green
scheme. After satisfying myself that I could
do no more, I completely sprayed the model
with a coat of Wattyl Instant Estapol Satin
Clear.
After an hour or so, I carefully peeled
away the masking tape from around the fuselage windows and cockpit glass and
EUREKA!, my model does look like a 35
squadron Caribou!!

Photographs by Pieter Stroethoff

In these articles, the authors has either built the model kit or used the product, and hence can provide a more accurate assessment than it is
possible in First Impressions.
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Competition Results

Left:
S tu r m b ahn
Fuhrer
- Mark Nolan
Middle:
Mosquito PR 16
- Stuart Coleman
Right:
Wirraway

Photographs by Pieter Stroethoff

25 April 1998
Most Outstanding Model Novice

Mark Nolan

1/16

Dragon

SS MG 42

Expert

Patrick Hetherington

1/400

Heller

Graf Spee

AFVs

Novice

Lindsay Sparkes

1/35

Tamiya

M48 A3

Open

Novice

Gold

Mark Nolan

1/16

Dragon

SS Gredadier Balkans

Expert

Gold

Bob Whaites

1/48

Composite

Spitfire Mk. VIII

Patrick Hetherington

1/400

Heller

Graf Spee

Rolando Raffaut

1/48

Italeri

AH-1W Cobra

John McNeilly

1/25

AMT

Pontiac Firebird

Mark Nolan

1/16

Dragon

SS MG 42

Mark Nolan

1/16

Dragon

Sturmbahn Fuhrer

Silver

Mark Nolan

1/15

Verlinden

Mongol Warrior

(Out of the Box Entries)

Novice

Gold

Dioramas

Expert

Bronze

Glen Porter

1/72

Hasegawa/Prsiser

Oops

ANZAC Day

Expert

Silver

Stuart Colemean

1/48

Airfix

Mosquito PR 16

Simon Wolff

1/48

Monogram

Wirraway
Far Left:
M48 A3
Lindsay
Sparkes
Top Right:
Hawker
Hurricane Mk. I
- Stuart Coleman
Bottom Right:
Aircraft
Carrier
Group

Photographs by Pieter Stroethoff

23 May 1998
Most Outstanding Model Novice

Mark Nolan

Expert
Aircraft – Small Scale

Expert

Bronze

1/16

Dragon

German

Grenadier

(East

Bob Whaites

1/48

Pro Modeller

SBC-2N Helldiver

Stuart Coleman

1/144

Revelll

Hawker Hurricane Mk. 1

Pieter Stroethoff

1/350

Tamiya

Aircraft Carrier Group

(Out of the Box Entries)

Expert

Silver

Bob Whaites

1/48

Pro Modeller

SBC-2N Helldiver

Out of the Box

Novice

Gold

Mark Nolan

1/16

Dragon

German

Silver

Mark Nolan

1/16

Dragon

Sturmmann (Ardens 1944)

Silver

John McNeilly

-

Monogram

DSV Stinger

Bronze

John McNeilly

-

AMT

Klingon Cruiser

Grenadier

(East

Top:
Spitfire Mk. IV
– Robert Ridge
Bottom:
Hawker Typhoon
Mk. 1B
– Bob Whaites

Photographs by Pieter Stro-

27 June 1998
Most Outstanding Model Novice
Expert

Bob Whaites

1/48

Monogram

Hawker Typhoon Mk. 1B

Novice

Silver

John Willis

1/48

Tamiya

Spitfire Mk. VB

Expert

Gold

Bob Whaites

1/48

Monogram

Hawker Typhoon Mk. 1B

Novice

Silver

Robert Ridge

1/48

Tamiya

Spitfire Mk. IV

Bronze

John McNeilly

1/48

Revell

Lippisch P-13A

Expert

Silver

Bob Whaites

1/48

Eduard

Hawker Tempest Mk. V

Motor Vehicles

Novice

Bronze

Peter McConnell

1/20

Tamiya

McLaren Honda MP4/5B

Open

Novice

Silver

John McNeilly

1/48

Revell

Lippisch

Expert

Silver

Rolando Raffaunt

1/16

Dragon

Delta Force

John Willis

1/35

Tamiya

Israeli T-62

Mark Nolan

1/16

Dragon

Panzerjager

Aircraft – Large Scale

Out of the Box

Bronze

25 July 1998
Club auction day – no competitions held.
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Prussia

Prussia

Top:
Grumman EA-6B
Prowler
– David Connelly
Bottom:
M esserschmitt
Me262A
– Warren Meyer

Photographs by Pieter Stro-

22 August 1998
Most Outstanding Model Novice

Peter Shum

1/200

Hasegawa

Boeing 777

Expert

Paul Farley

1/35

Tamiya

M1 Abrams

Gold

Warren Meyer

1/72

Revell

Me262A

Silver

Dave Connelly

1/72

Hasegawa

Grumman EA-6B Prowler

Glen Porter

1/72

Toko

Sopwith Snipe

Gold

Peter Shum

1/200

Hasegawa

Boeing 777

Silver

John McNeilly

1/144

Revell

Junkers G.38

John McNeilly

1/72

Testors

Spirit of St. Louis

Bronze

John McNeilly

1/144

Minicraft

DC-3

Gold

Paul Farley

1/35

Tamiya

M1 Abrams

Aircraft – Small Scale

(Out of the Box Entires)

AFVs

Expert

Novice

Novice
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